Abstract-Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) as a popular technique to find parts-based representations of nonnegative data has been widely used in real-world applications. Often the data which these applications process, such as motion sequences and video clips, are with ordered structure, i.e., consecutive neighbouring data samples are very likely share similar features unless a sudden change occurs. Therefore, traditional NMF assumes the data samples and features to be independently distributed, making it not proper for the analysis of such data. In this paper, we propose an ordered robust NMF (ORNMF) by capturing the embedded ordered structure to improve the accuracy of data representation. With a novel neighbour penalty term, ORNMF enforces the similarity of neighbouring data. ORNMF also adopts the 2,1-norm based loss function to improve its robustness against noises and outliers. A new iterative updating optimization algorithm is derived to solve ORNMF's objective function. The proofs of the convergence and correctness of the scheme are also presented. Experiments on both synthetic and real-world datasets have demonstrated the effectiveness of ORNMF.
I. INTRODUCTION
Finding an optimal data representation is a fundamental problem in many data analysis tasks [1] , [2] . A good data representation can typically reveal the latent structure of data and facilitate further processes such as clustering, classification and recognition. Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [3] as a fundamental approach for such data representation has attracted great attentions.
NMF based approaches have been widely used in the fields of machine learning and computer vision such as motion segmentation [4] , [5] , human activity recognition [6] and face recognition [7] . In these applications, data such as a video clip, a sequence of a subjects images taken under changing illuminations are often with ordered structure, i.e., consecutive neighbouring data samples are very likely share similar features unless a sudden change occurs. This ordered structure provides valuable information about the relationship between data [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] . However, to our best knowledge, this ordered structure has not been given enough or specific attentions by existing NMF based approaches. As a result, it is unlikely or extremely challenging to find optimal representations of sequential data. For example, to cluster frames of a video clip into scenes they belong to, the representations of the frames in the same scene could be quite different, due to the fact that only the characteristic features of frames such as illumination or perspective are utilized by the existing approaches. Instead, if the ordered structure is incorporated as a constraint, these differences will be reduced because the representations of every two neighbouring frames can be enforced to be similar. This will improve the clustering accuracy. Thus, exploiting the ordered structure with NMF holds a great potential for seeking for optimal representations.
Also, real-world data usually come with noise and outliers. The standard NMF uses the least square error function which is unstable with respect to noise and outliers [12] , because a few noisy features or with large errors will dominate objective function. Thus, more practical NMF approaches are required to tackle the issue of noises or outliers [13] , [14] .
In this paper, we take factors above into consideration and propose a novel method, named as ordered robust nonnegative matrix factorization (ORNMF). A novel neighbour penalty term is constructed to enforce the similarity of the consecutive data representations to preserve the ordered structure of data. A 2,1 -norm loss function is used to improve the robustness so that ORNMF is insensitive to the data outliers and applicable to applications with noisy data. An efficient and elegant iterative updating rule is derived and analyzed theoretically to demonstrate its correctness and convergence. The experiments on one synthetic and three real datasets, in comparison with both baselines and state-of-the-art methods, have demonstrated the superiority of ORNMF in terms of accuracy and normalized mutual information.
II. RELATED WORK
In different circumstances, various variants of NMF have been proposed to seek for effective representations of data. In particular, to deal with the issues caused by outliers and noises, Kong et al. [13] proposed a robust formulation of NMF (RNMF), where the errors are measured by 2,1 -norm rather than the conventional least square function. Based on the assumption that the data points nearby have more similar data representations than those far away, a graph regularized NMF (GNMF) [15] was proposed to model the local manifold structure. These NMF methods, which are referred as unsupervised learning methods, are not optimal to many real-world problems where limited knowledge (such as label information) from domain experts is available. To address this limitation, Liu et al. [2] extended NMF to the semi-supervised setting and proposed the constrained NMF (CNMF). It takes the label information as hard constraints by enforcing data with the same label to have the same new representations, thus, the obtained representations may have more discriminating power. By far, all the methods mentioned above are developed for dealing with data of single view (feature) only. In order to integrate multiple features for more comprehensive understanding of data, a multi-view NMF (MultiNMF) [16] was proposed. It aims to obtain a common consensus data representation matrix with combination of multiple features together. However, all these NMF methods deal with features only, and are not able to utilize the ordered structure of the data as conditional constraints to improve the discriminative ability of data representation.
Recently, several approaches [17] , [18] , [19] have been proposed for temporally changing data streams. However, these methods are mainly developed in the online learning setting, i.e., how to effectively learn the representation of new data rather than preserving the ordered structure of all the data. Slow features NMF (SFNMF) [20] focuses on capturing the transitions between the temporal phases of facial action units by considering the principles of temporal slowness in NMF. However, it does not fully consider enhancing the similarity of neighbouring data. And moreover, SFNMF uses least square loss function which is not resilience to large noises and outliers. NMF with interpolated coefficients (NMFi) [21] considers the relationship between neighbouring data to smooth the representations of consecutive data samples. It modifies the algorithm of NMF [3] by simply setting every other representations of data samples be the average of the previous and following representations. However, this algorithm is not normally derived directly from NMF, which will lead to a suboptimal solution. More importantly, the convergence and correctness of the algorithm cannot be guaranteed.
III. A BRIEF REVIEW OF NMF Given a nonnegative data matrix
× , of which each column represents a data point. NMF [3] aims to decompose V into a nonnegative basis matrix W ∈ ℝ × and a representation matrix H ∈ ℝ × , where denotes the number of bases. Mathematically, NMF solves the following optimization problem:
where ∥⋅∥ is Frobenius norm and defined as ∥V−WH∥
The optimization problem is usually solved by an multiplicative updating rule proposed in [3] due to its computational efficiency compared to traditional gradient descent algorithms. With the updating rule, the objective function (1) is solved iteratively and the solution converges to a local minimum.
IV. ORDERED ROBUST NONNEGATIVE MATRIX FACTORIZATION (ORNMF)
ORNMF is proposed in this study to enforce the similarity between representations of neighbouring data. The inspiration behind ORNMF is that the changes between neighbouring data are usually very subtle, so the representations of these data should be similar to each other. Taken a video sequence for an example, since the scenes in the sequence normally change much less frequently than the frame rate, it is safe to assume that a high similarity exists among consecutive frames, except when two neighbouring frames are from different scenes.
To achieve the optimal data representations by incorporating this ordered structure, a novel regularization term is incorporated to (1) in two steps. First, we construct the following matrix R ∈ ℝ ×( −1) , which is a lower triangular matrix with −1 on the diagonal and 1 on the second diagonal:
. If the columns of HR are or nearly equal to zero vectors, i.e. H − H −1 ≈ 0, data must be from the same subject/scene because they are similar, or a boundary or sudden change exists inbetween. Given subjects, ideally, only − 1 non-zero columns should HR have. To guarantee − 1 non-zeros columns, we introduce a 2,0 -norm, ∥ ⋅ ∥ 2,0 , to penalise each column directly and maintain the sparsity of HR. The quasi-norm 2,0 -norm is defined as the number of non-zero columns. We thereby propose an objective function as min
where is a trade-off parameter that controls the weight of the regularization term. However, solving the problem (2) is NP-hard because of the 2,0 -norm [22] . According to [22] , the 2,1 -norm of a given matrix X, i.e., ∥X∥ 2,1 , is the minimum convex hull of ∥X∥ 2,0 . When X is column-sparse enough, namely, many zero columns are involved, minimize ∥X∥ 2,1 is always equivalent to minimize ∥X∥ 2,0 . Therefore, we can relax the objective function (2) as:
Since the error, i.e. the first term of (3) is squared, a few big ones due to outliers or noises may dominate the objective function. As in [13] , we then propose a more robust function as the following:
where the 2,1 -norm is applied to the loss function and defined
With the error for each data not being squared, the impact of large errors is reduced significantly.
A. Optimization Algorithm
Since the optimization problem in (4) is not convex in both variables W and H, it is infeasible to find the global minimum. In addition, as the matrix R contains negative values, it is technically challenging to solve (4) directly. Here we propose an algorithm that iteratively updates H with W fixed and then W with H fixed, which guarantees the objective function values do not increase with iterations.
Update for H: To update H with W fixed, we need to solve the following problem:
We introduce a Lagrange multiplier matrix = [ ] ∈ ℝ × for the constraint H ≥ 0, then we have the following equivalent objective function:
where D 1 and D 2 are diagonal matrices with the diagonal elements being
(
Setting the derivative of (H) to be 0 with respect to H, we have
Following the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition [23] H = 0, we have
Because R contains negative values, we decompose R into two nonnegative parts for ensuring H ≥ 0 in each iteration:
where (11) into (10), we obtain
we then have the following successive update of H with an initial value of H.
When (13) converges, its solution satisfies (12). This updating rule of H satisfies the following theorem, which guarantees the correctness of the rule. Theorem 1. If the updating rule of H converges, then the final solution satisfies the KKT optimality condition.
Proof of Theorem 1. At convergence, H ∞ = H +1 = H = H, where t denotes the -th iteration, i.e.,
This is the same as
which is equivalent to (12) . □
We now prove the convergence of the updating rule. To achieve this goal, following [24] , we use an auxiliary function as following .
and (H, H) = (H) for any H and a constant matrix H ′ . The auxiliary function helps because of the following lemma:
Lemma 1 [24] If is an auxiliary function of , then is non-increasing under the updating rule 
Proof of Lemma 2. We find upper bounds for each of the two positive terms by the following lemma, Lemma 3 [25] . For any nonnegative matrices S ∈ ℝ × , B ∈ ℝ × , F ∈ ℝ × and F ′ ∈ ℝ × , with S and B are symmetric, then the following inequality holds
Then, we have following inequations:
To obtain lower bounds for the remaining terms, we use the inequality > 1 + log , ∀ > 0 [25] and have
Collecting all bounds, we have the final auxiliary function in Lemma 2. □ Based on Lemmas 1 and 2, we can show the convergence of the updating rule (13) .
Theorem 2. The problem (5) is non-increasing under the iterative updating rule (13) .
Proof of Theorem 2. Lemma 2 provides a specific form (H, H ′ ) of the auxiliary function for (H) in problem (5). We can have the solution for min H (H, H ′ ) by the following KKT condition
which gives rise to the updating rule in (13) . Following Lemma 1, under this updating rule the objective function values of (H) in (5) will be non-increasing. □ Update for W: To update W with H fixed, we need to solve the following problem:
This is exactly same as that in [13] . So we have the following updating rule for (23) .
More details on the correctness analysis and convergence proof of (24) can be found in [13] . The details of the algorithm is described in Algorithm 1.
B. Complexity analysis
Based on (13) and (24), we estimate the number of operations for each iteration. When we update H, the cost of multiplications for W VD 1 , H(R + R ), W WHD 1 and
2 ), respectively. And R , R , R and R have computational complexity of ( 3 ) each. So the overall cost for H is ( 3 + ) as we usually set ≪ min( , ); similarly, the cost for W is ( 2 + ). Nevertheless, D 1 , D 2 , R , R , R and R are sparse matrices. The overall complexity for H and W can be greatly reduced with sparse matrices multiplication. Besides, many optimized libraries for
Algorithm 1 The algorithm of ORNMF

Input:
The sequential data matrix V The constructed matrix R The parameter Output:
The data representation matrix H 1: Initialize W and H 2: while not converges do 3: Decompose R into two nonnegative parts by (11) 4:
Calculate the diagonal matrices D 1 and D 2 by (7) 
V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
We conduct experiments on four datasets including one synthetic dataset and three real-world datasets to demonstrate ORNMF's performance and compare it with a few stateof-the-art approaches. The synthetic data is used to present and validate the ordered data representations with ORNMF. The Yale dataset 3 is to test ORNMF's performances against benchmark data with quasi sequential nature. The video sequence dataset [10] that consists of two short videos is to evaluate ORNMF's effectiveness on handling the sequential data. For each experiment, the parameter of ORNMF in (4) is tuned within [0.1, 0.7]. The corresponding parameters of all competing methods (as listed below) are tuned for their best performances. -means is applied on the obtained new data representation matrix H and repeated 20 times to produce the average performances.
A. Baselines for comparison
1) Standard normalized cut (Ncut) in [26] . 2) Nonnegative Matrix Factorization minimizing F-norm cost [3] .
3) Robust Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (RNMF) [13]:
This is a robust formulation of NMF which adopts 2,1 -norm loss function to alleviate the noise problem. 4) Graph Regularized Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (GNMF) [15] which encodes the geometrical information of the data space into matrix factorization. It has two versions: GNMF minimizing F-norm cost and GNMF minimizing KL-divergence cost. 5) Optimal Mean Robust Principal Component Analysis (OMPCA) [27] which can correctly calculate the euclidean distance based mean of robust PCA. It has two implementations: OMPCA and OMCPCA. 
B. Evaluation metrics
Two metrics, the accuracy (AC) and the normalized mutual information metric (NMI) are used to measure the clustering performance [13] . For both metrics, a higher value indicates better clustering quality. These measurements are widely used by comparing the obtained label of each sample with ground truth in different clustering approaches.
Clustering accuracy (AC) is used to measure the percentage of correct labels obtained. Given a data set containing images, let and be the the obtained cluster label and label provided from each sample images, respectively. The AC is defined as follows,
where ( , ) is the delta function that equals one if = and equals zero otherwise, and ( ) is the permutation mapping function that maps each cluster label to the equivalent label from the data set. The best mapping can be found by using the Kuhn-Munkres algorithm [28] .
Normalized mutual information (NMI) is used to measure the similarity between the cluster assignments and the pre-existing input labeling of the classes by normalization on the mutual information between them. The normalization used is the average of the entropy of the cluster assignment and that of pre-existing input labeling. Let and denote the set of clusters obtained from the ground truth and obtained from our algorithm, respectively, their NMI is defined as follows,
where ( , ) is the mutual information of clustering assignment with pre-existing class labels, and ( ) is the entropy for the clustering assignment.
C. Experiment on synthetic dataset
To build the dataset we first construct a data matrix A = [ A 1 , A 2 
. Repeating the progress for V 8 times with A being an invariant and combining all V , we finally build our artificial data matrix
The experiment is expected to group V into 8 clusters. Figure 1 . It can be seen that NMF in (a) achieves 6 peak values indicating 7 clusters, which is incorrect as the predefined number of clusters is 8. On the contrary, ORNMF finds 8 clusters according to the number of significant peak values as shown in (b), since all the columns in HR are nearly zeros but the boundaries. To demonstrate the robustness of ORNMF to , we then randomly chose = 50 and reported result in (c). As we can see, ORNMF can also find 8 clusters. As a result, ORNMF can correctly find the cluster boundaries and get the number of clusters regardless of the value of . Nevertheless, in case the number of clusters is known beforehand or data is noisy, -means is still a good option to cluster the data.
According to [9] , to further test the robustness of ORNMF, we add 20% and 50% level of Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance onto V and then normalize the corresponding contaminated V between 0 and 1 to evaluate the performances. As shown in Table I , although all methods have obtained promising results, only ORNMF achieves the perfect performances in all three cases. In order to present the performances visually, Figure 2 illustrates the data representation matrix H and the corresponding clustering results of NMF and ORNMF when data come with 50% level of Gaussian noise. The data representations within each cluster of H in ORNMF are smooth, which implies that they are of high similarity despite of being contaminated by noises. This is inline with the expectation behind our proposed ORNMF. Hence H in ORNMF captures the ordered structure effectively, leading to the perfect segmentation result which NMF fails to achieve as shown in the bottom figures.
D. Face clustering
This experiment is to group a set of face images in the Yale dataset into different clusters. The dataset consists of 11 facial images of 15 subjects/clusters -total 165 grayscale images. Each image comes with different facial expression or configuration: center-light, w/glasses, happy, left-light, w/no glasses, normal, rightlight, sad, sleepy, surprised, and wink. Before clustering, images are preprocessed. First, we normalize the images in scale and orientation such that eyes are all aligned at the same position horizontally. Then, the facial areas were cropped into the final images for clustering. To reduce the computational cost and the memory requirements, all face images are downsized to 32 × 32 pixels with 256 gray levels per pixel as shown in Figure 3 for example. Thus, each image is represented by a data vector V ∈ ℝ 1024 and we concatenate all these data vectors in order. Strictly speaking, these data are not sequential. However, since the similarities among images of the same subject are much stronger than those from different subjects, the dataset can be regarded as exhibiting a quasi sequential nature.
Similar to the experimental setting in [2] , we conduct the experiments for each method on the different number of clusters from 2 to 10 to make a thorough comparison. For a fixed cluster number , we randomly choose categories from the dataset, and mix the images of these categories as the collection V for clustering.
The clustering results of each and the overall average performances on all cases are reported in Table II , in which it can be clearly seen that ORNMF significantly outperforms other methods in most cases. Specifically, for average results, compared to the second best method, ORNMF achieves 3.19% improvements in AC and a bigger margin of 7.45% in NMI. We also test the effect of the parameter , which is first selected in a wide range and then changes within a relative robust range, i.e, from 0.1 to 0.7 with an increment of 0.1. For a clear presentation, Figure 4 illustrates the performances with even numbers only. It is easy to see that ORNMF produces excellent and relatively stable results, which demonstrates ORNMF is insensitive to .
E. Video scene segmentation
We extract video sequences from two short animations available free from Internet, same as that in [10] . The videos 1 and 2 contain 19 and 24 sequences, respectively. Each sequence is about 10 s (approximately 300 frames), containing three scenes (that to be segmented). Those frames in which the scene changes are annotated manually and used as our ground truth data. Each sequence is then converted from color to grayscale and resized to a resolution of 129×96. The frames are vectorized to V ∈ ℝ 12384 and concatenated in order to form V for segmentation. Figure 5 is an example of sequences. This experiment aims to cluster frames into the scene they belong to.
The experimental results on the two videos are shown in Table III . ORNMF outperforms other methods consistently in both videos 1 and 2. For example, the improvements against RNMF are 1.51% and 4.1% in terms of AC and NMI in video 1; 6.68% AC and 5.93% NMI in video 2. This is due to the effectiveness of ORNMF in utilizing the ordered structure of Figure 6 shows that the objective function values of ORNMF drop sharply in about 20 iterations and are non-increasing in the whole iterative procedure. And ORNMF takes about 90 iterations to finish the computation, which is 20 iterations less than RNMF. This demonstrates ORNMF converges effectively. 
F. Human Activity Segmentation
The aim of this experiment is to segment activities in a sequence from the HDM05 Motion Capture Database [29] . The motion sequences were performed by five actors according to the guidelines specified in a script. The script consists of five parts, where each part is subdivided into several scenes. For this experiment we choose the scene 1-1 which contains 9842 frames and 14 activities. However, there is no frame by frame ground truth provided. We assembled the ground truth by watching the replay of the activities and manually labelling the activities using the activity list provided by [29] . We report clustering performances for this experiment in Table IV . It is clear to see that Ncut performs worst with 42.13% accuracy only, and all the other existing approaches achieve around 60% accuracies, while ORNMF gets more than 70% rate which outperforms other methods with a large margin. This well demonstrates the effectiveness of ORNMF.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented a novel ordered robust nonnegative matrix factorization (ORNMF), which exploits the ordered nature of sequential data. With a neighbour penalty term to enforce the similarity of data presentations, ORNMF has achieved more discriminative and explicit data representations. Using 2,1 -norm based loss function, ORNMF has effectively dealt with noisy data. A new iterative updating optimization scheme has been derived to solve ORNMF's objective function. In comparison to baselines (NMF, Ncut) and stateof-art approaches (RNMF, GNMF, OM-PCA), ORNMF has achieved the superior performances on both synthetic data, the benchmark dataset (Yale), video sequences and human activities (HDM05) in accuracy and normalized mutual information. Further work includes extending ORNMF into multiview setting with considering that ordered structure among the data are consistent with different views, and incorporating discriminative information into the framework.
